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pledge to cancel all of President Barack Obama's signature health care law, Republican Mitt Romney will soon
be forced to make good on his promise to repeal the law if he is elected. If Obama wins reelection, he and his

advisors know that a Republican-controlled Congress will likely be unable to repeal the law. Nevertheless,
Republicans are betting that by making good on their campaign promise to repeal the law in their first year in
the White House, they will be able to turn out their conservative base of supporters for the November election.
If Romney is able to do this, it would be a boon for the Republican Party. In theory, the election of Mitt Romney
to the presidency could result in a Republican Congress that would be inclined to repeal major portions of the

Affordable Care Act. As the Washington Post writes: Whether a Republican congressional majority would
execute an early repeal of Obama’s signature domestic legislation — with the campaign promise of a

replacement in place — is an open question. If the economy improves substantially, and if there are electoral
incentives to pass a replacement, repealing the law would be the most likely path. But it is not the only option.
And analysts differ on what political opportunities, if any, it might present to Republicans. If Romney wins, it is

possible that a Republican Congress would vigorously challenge the Affordable Care Act’s role in the health
care reform law and attempt to pass a replacement in 2013 or 2014, according to an analysis by The

Washington Post. But the fate of the Affordable Care Act is far from certain. Health care remains a top priority
for voters, and polls show that voters are looking for greater protections. Republicans are betting that if the

vote is held today, roughly as many people will support the Republican candidate for president as will support
the Democratic candidate. But if the election was held today, the Democratic candidate for president, Barack
Obama, would be leading in all likely states. It is also likely that Romney's budget proposals will disappoint

voters because they have been built on unrealistic projections. As Nicholas Kurowski wrote earlier this month
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